Aging Out Of Foster Care

Children in foster care need help, especially the aging out youth. According to Yen, Hammond, and Kushel, they claim that, “the extent of that data are available, the older the person when they enter foster care, the more likely they are to age out of the system rather than reunify with the traditional families”. This means that once they turn eighteen they are released from foster care and left to face adulthood with little to no help, “foster youth need as much, if not more personalized support and accessible resources as other adolescents transitioning through ‘emerging adulthood’ and into their twenties” (Blakeslee 1). Imagine you are dreading your eighteenth birthday because you know that you will be forced to live on your own with no family or adults to guide you, this is true for “twenty five thousand youth that age out of our foster care system every year” (Krinsky 1). They face the world on their own as they try to figure out basic skills that many of them may not have such as having a bank account or knowing how to budget their money. Transitioning out of foster care is terribly scary for many who age out. The simple fact of not knowing where they could go to get help or if there is event anyone that they can count on to help them through the process.

In May 2007, Senator Barbara Boxer proposed the Foster Care Continuing Opportunities Act, which states that, “states have the option of allowing youths to elect to remain in foster care until age twenty-one” (Atkinson 1). Since then other laws and bills have been passed to aid the


Abstract

The following pages discuss the concerns surrounding the topic of transplanting organs from HIV positive donors to HIV positive recipients. Addressed in this essay are the health concerns of this new operation, as well as the possible solutions for these issues. This new and innovative procedure has the potential to create a new donor pool in which transplant centers could use to help both HIV positive and HIV negative patients. The risks of this procedure should not hinder its progress, but instead guide the necessary research to find solutions to the deficit of organ supply.
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The Effects of Seventeen Magazine on Teen Girls

Beauty is really hard to describe and to even try to really understand the concept of what it means is difficult. In an American culture and society people are being bombarded with ideas of what beauty should look like. In today’s teenage American culture, appearance and looks mean everything in order to try to fit in with the popular culture. Teen girls are really prone to this idea of how their looks means everything. They have internalized these expectations that American culture holds high. These expectations are seen by teen girls as how they will be ultimately defined as a person. Much of the help that teen girls are receiving to feed these ideas are from the media and fashion magazines. In America, Seventeen magazine has a high rating of teen readers. The magazine serves them so that they can obtain their ideologies of beauty and latest fashion trends on how to look amazing, glamorous, and hip. Seventeen magazine illustrates a very glamorous and fictitious lifestyle by the way girls appear on the covers and advertisements placed on the magazine, which sets very dangerous assumptions for teen girls on the way they should dress, look, and behave in order to feel self-worthy. The images and advertisement that portray models as air brushed and Photoshop devalue the ideals of beauty and hyper-sexualize girls in the magazine Seventeen having effects of feeling dissatisfied amongst teen girls, therefore, there is a need to present images in a more realistic manner and not focus so much on how to improve a young girl’s body.
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This argumentative paper is on Deaf ministry in American churches. It explains the argument of why there is a lack of outreach to the Deaf: language barrier, interpreters and costs, and lack of knowledge. This paper also includes refutations about ideas that people think are true/valid pertaining to Deaf ministries. It is concluded that Deaf ministries are effective and plausible ways to bridge the gap between the hearing and deaf and evangelize to them are given to take into consideration.
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Nursing shortage in America is a major problem that needs critical attention. Nursing shortage is where there is not enough skilled nurses to give the care to patients which cause a supply and demand problem. In my report I will address the issue, give statistics, give a brief history report on nursing shortage, and possible solutions to solve the problem of shortage. The main question is what the possible solutions that healthcare are and policy makers can come up to improve the shortage for nursing demand?
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My Essay is about the current event on the Veterans Affairs hospital and the way they mistreat their veterans. I talk about people's stories coming out of the war, my personal story with my dad, veterans benefits and homelessness, the Phoenix, Arizona VA Medical Center and their ways of changing there policies for there veterans and also a story from a man who says the VA has helped him.
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